
The Next World War: What Prophecy Reveals About Extreme 
Islam and the West
By Grant R. Jeffrey

The escalating terrorist attacks in the Middle East and in major cities in the West are not 
isolated acts of extremism. They are the first warning shots fired in a coming world war. For 
decades, prophecy expert Grant R. Jeffrey has been analyzing geopolitical developments 
through the lenses of history, religion, and prophecy. As current events unfold according to the 
prophecies of the Bible, Jeffrey says Islamic extremists are preparing to attack Israel and 
conquer western civilization–destroying our freedom.

New Adult Items

Prewrath Rapture of the Church
By Marvin Rosenthal

In a readable, informative style, (complete with twenty-five charts), Rosenthal takes a fresh look 
at the biblical prophecies concerning end-times events and helps us understand what impact 
they should have on our daily Christian lives.

Unveiling the End Times in Our Time: The Triumph of the 
Lamb in Revelation
By Adrian Rogers, Steve Rogers 

Respected Bible teacher and beloved pastor Adrian Rogers takes readers on a breathtaking 
journey through the “blessing book” of Revelation with Unveiling the End Times in Our Time. 
Indeed, Revelation offers every Christian believer a dramatic and hope-filled overview of what 
the end of days will be like. Although some think Revelation is confusing, or even scary, with 
its talk of dragons and beasts, the text contains a proper understanding of where his-story is 
headed. Rogers makes clear how the signs of the times already reveal God’s plan for bringing his 
people to full redemption, empowering us to live boldly while expecting the return of King Jesus 
as the triumphant Lamb.



Is Christ Coming Soon?
By Joe T. Odle

The Jew is in Jerusalem! Impressed by the recent historical happenings in the Holy Land, Dr. 
Odle sees the fulfillment of prophecy concerning the Second Coming. 

How to Be Happy Though Married
By Tim La Haye

Marriage was God’s idea, and the best advice on the subject is still to be found in the Bible. In 
this modern classic, Dr. Tim LaHaye shows a new generation how to develop physical, mental, 
and spiritual harmony in marriage. This book makes a fine wedding or bridal shower gift. And it’s 
a good choice for any couple wanting a refresher course on what the Bible says about marriage. 

Billy Sunday, the Man and His Message
By William T. Ellis

Published when Billy Sunday was at the height of his fame in 1914, this biography takes us from 
the man’s humble beginnings through to his success as a baseball player and nationally 
renowned preacher. Upon converting to Christianity in 1887, his celebrity as a sportsman coupled 
with a knack for compelling speech made Sunday a popular draw at talks. In 1891 he was faced 
with a choice: continue in baseball, or take up religion full-time. Choosing the latter, it was in the 
years following that Sunday became the nation’s best-known preacher.

Reasons Why Skeptics Should Consider Christianity
By Josh McDowell

By tracking the tough questions skeptics often ask Christians, Josh McDowell and Don Stewart 
provide an invaluable guide and resource tool.
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Preaching and Preachers
By D. Martin Lloyd-Jones

Lloyd-Jones defends the primacy of preaching, showing that there is no substitute, and he 
challenges preachers to take their calling seriously: “The most urgent need in the Christian 
Church today is true preaching.” He also provides practical direction on the task of preparing a 
sermon, sharing insights on the shape and form of a message as well as covering such topics as 
the use of humor, giving invitations in a message and the preacher’s relationship to the 
congregation. If you can own only one book on preaching, make this the one you read.

Escape the Coming Night: A Message of Hope in a Time of Crisis
By Dr. David Jeremiah

There’s no doubt the world is in trouble. We see tragedy in the streets and violence in the news. 
We hear increasingly divisive political debates that spotlight the deep and bitter divisions in our 
society. We feel the pain and confusion of a culture that seems to be coming apart at the seams. 
How do we explain so much chaos? How do we live with such turmoil? And is there any hope 
for peace in our time? As one of the world’s most beloved Bible teachers, Dr. David Jeremiah is 
the perfect voice to help answer these questions. And in Escape the Coming Night, Dr. Jeremiah 
walks through the perfect Scripture for these uncertain times: The Book of Revelation.

The Holy Spirit in Today’s World  By W. A Criswell 
Touch of the Spirit By Ralph W. Neighbour
All the Promises of the Bible By Dr. Herbert Lockyer
All the Prayers of the Bible By Dr. Herbert Lockyer
Calvinism: A Biblical and Theological Critique By David Lewis Allen
The Divine Romance By Gene Edwards
The Complete Bible Answer Book By Hank Habegraaff
The Preparation of Sermons By Andrew Watterson Blackwood
The Lord Is My Shepherd: Reflections on God’s Loving Care By Adrian Rogers
My Utmost for His Highest By Oscar Chambers
A Wind In The House Of Islam By David Garrison
Live No Lies By John Mark Comer
Jesus Calling By Sarah Young
The Coming Economic Armageddon By Dr. David Jeremiah
What to Expect When You’re Expecting By Heidi Eisenberg Murkoff
Baby Boom Believers By Mike Bellah

Explore all the latest library additions at your next visit!
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